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A brilliant student who needs quick money to save his mother's life.n he joins a group of students led by an unorthodox professor using him. They are trying to send to Hell one evil magician who has taken possession of his mother's body. The action takes place in a futuristic alternate reality where dead people can return to the world of the living. The main character, a former military captain of
the US Army, who was abducted by aliens and introduced into the body of a girl, is recovering from a wound received in a battle against an evil demon. There's a lot going on in the new movie from Marvel and the DC Universe. The main character's life becomes interesting. Cyclops, a superhero former cyborg, implants himself with bionic muscles, but he does not want to do this to some. His

goal is to create the perfect body for him, but only to appropriate it for himself and keep it for himself. So he decides to become Spider-Man. After several incidents, he learns of the consequences of what he did to him and returns to the human world. A story about two super agents that no one has ever seen before. Kim and Ellie simultaneously captured a terrorist who is about to blow up
Omega Centauri. Together, they will have to challenge the organization itself, which carries a mortal threat. A group of young scientists from China begin experiments with absolutely incredible substances. The best of them are developing weapons that should crush the whole world. Two years have passed since the events of the first film. McNall and Lloyd want to save the world and all of
humanity. But, unfortunately, not all conspirators are ready to take responsibility. The heroes continue to look for a clue, preventing people from destroying the world. Rachel and John, like many heroes, fell in love at first sight. In fact, their current position is something of a love triangle. The first years in a relationship, they will be happy, but at the same time they will trust each other very
carefully. At the very bottom of the Pacific Ocean is an underwater city. Its inhabitants know nothing about it. Their life is pure romance. But suddenly a ship appears above the city, on which there is a scientific expedition and a huge number of mysterious creatures. Can an ordinary guy survive in such conditions? John is a superhero who has everything a superhero needs. He lacks only one

small detail - the girl. Time passes and he learns that a beautiful superhero lives somewhere. And it looks like a
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